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Abstract

Soliton time delays and the semiclassical limit for soliton S-matrices are calcu-
lated for non-simply laced Affine Toda Field Theories. The phase shift is written
as a sum over bilinears on the soliton conserved charges. The results apply to any
two solitons of any Affine Toda Field Theory. As a by-product, a general expres-
sion for the number of bound states and the values of the coupling in which the
S-matrix can be diagonal are obtained. In order to arrive at these results, a vertex
operator is constructed, in the principal gradation, for non-simply laced affine Lie
algebras, extending the previous constructions for simply laced and twisted affine
Lie algebras.
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1 Introduction.

In 1+1 dimensions, a well-known class of integrable theories are the Affine Toda Field
Theories (ATFTs). For each affine Lie algebra g, we can associated an ATFT. For sim-
plicity just the untwisted algebras will be considered.(The twisted cases were consided in
[4].) If the coupling j3 is imaginary, there exist degenerate vacua and solitons interpolating
these vacua. An ./V-soliton solution can be written as [1]

=
< Ao|<7(i)|Ao

with

g(t) = f[e^)^)^k)Wt (2)
k=\

Wi{k)(x,t) = e^(k)CoshBk(x-vkt) ̂  (3)

Qi(k) = e
i^e-x>i^coshek , (4)

where 6k is the rapidity of the k soliton, x° its position at t — 0, ipk is a phase and
/ij(i)is the mass particle of species i{k). Let g be the underlying Lie algebra. For each dot
of the Dynkin diagram of g a soliton species can be associated. Each species may have
various different topological charges. For example, sine-Gordon, which is associated with
g = a\ , has one soliton species with two topological charges: the well-known soliton and
anti-soliton solutions. The mass for each species is[l]

_ 4km

where h is the Coxeter number of g. From (1), we can equivalently write the ./V-soliton
solution as

P j=o

where a0 is the negative of the hightest root. Written in this form, it becomes clear that
< Aj\g(t)\Aj > are the r-functions which appear in the Hirota method, used in[7]-[9].

Quite a lot of work has been done in order to obtain the S-matrix for the particles[10]-
[18] and for the solitons[19]-[23] of ATFT. As usual, the proposed S-matrix must be
constructed in agreement with the S-matrix axioms. However, in order to confirm that
the proposed S-matrix is associated with a given theory, one must check if it has the
correct semiclassical limit.

The highest non-vanishing power of F'i{d) has a vertex operator construction in the
principal gradation which was first proven for level one representations [24] [25] [2] and
then extended for any representation of simply laced [3] and twisted[4] affine Lie algebras.
From this construction, it was shown[5] that any given soliton regains its original shape,
after having collisions with other solitons, as expected by a soliton solution. The only
effect is a time delay which was calculated. From the time delay, the semiclassical limit
for the transmission amplitude of the simply laced soliton S-matrix was obtained[5] .
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In the present paper, these results are extended for the remaining case of non-simply
laced affine Lie algebras obtaining a semiclassical expression which holds for any affine
Lie algebra. The paper is divided as follows: in section 2, after a brief review, it is shown
that the non-simply laced case, the last non-vanishing power of Fl(0) also has a vertex
construction. Then, the asymptotic behavior of the solitons is analyzed in section 3 and
the time delay resulting from the collision of two or more solitons is calculated in section
4. From the time delay, the semiclassical limit of the soliton S-matrix which holds for
any ATFT is calculated, in section 5. The phase shift is written in terms of the soliton
conserved charges. In section 6 a general expression for the number of bound states in the
direct and cross channel of the S-matrix is obtained along with the values of the coupling
in which the S-matrix can be purely elastic. Our conclusions are stated in section 7.

2 Vertex operator construction for non-simply laced
affine Lie algebras.

In order to deal with soliton solitons in ATFT, it is convenient to consider an alternative
basis for an affine Lie algebra g (for simplicity, let us consider g untwisted) with generators
EM, M being an exponent of g(\.e M — mh -f [i where /i are exponents of g and m Ç Z) ,
Ftf , N 6 Z and the level x. Using the conventions of [l]-[5], they satisfy the commutation
relations

[ ] = MX6M+N,O, (6)

where [M] means M mod h, q(\M\) is the eigenvector of the Coxeter element associated
with the eigenvalue exp2iri[M]/h and 7; = CiCXi with c,- = ±1 depending on the "color"
of a,-. The generators which ad-diagonalize the principal Heisenberg subalgebra are

00

Fi{z) = ai £ z-NF*N, (8)
N=-oo

z being a complex variable. The numbers a; are normalization constants which can be
fixed by imposing < Ao\F

i(z)\Ao > = 1 , implying that [4]

< Ai|JF
i(z)|AJ->=e-2'riAi-A>. (9)

From the commutation relation (7), it follows directly that

MP(z). (10)

For a simply-laced g, in the representation with highest weight Aj of level rrij, the highest
nonvanishing power of Fl(z) has a vertex operator construction[2] [3]

m,! (11)
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where

- l£
with the sun running over the positive exponents £ of g. The normal ordering of two
vertex operators is [2] [3]

V^V^w) = Xik{z,w)m> : V\z)Vk(w) : (12)

where
: V\z)Vk{w) := e

Let us now prove for non-simply laced affine Lie algebras, the highest non-vanishing power
of Fl(z) also admits a vertex operator construction. As is well-known [6], all non-simply
laced Lie algebras can be obtained from a simply-laced Lie algebra g as a fixed sub algebra
gr under an outer automorphism r of g. The Dynkin diagram of gT, A(<jv), is obtained
by identifying the vertices on each separate orbit of r. The set of vertices in the orbit
containing the vertex i will be denoted by < i > and pi stands for the number of vertices.
Denoting by a.{ and A,-, the simple roots and fundamental weights of g, the gr simple roots
are[26]

and the gT fundamental coweights

have the correct inner products with the simple roots. From (14), it follows that

2
= pi => aw

<iy = J2 ai- (16)

Turning to the affine Lie algebras, one can once more obtain all the non-simply laced
gr as fixed subalgebras of simply-laced g by an outer automorphism f. One notes that
the exponents of gT are a subset of the exponents of g and it was proven[2] that for this
subset of exponents,

?(ÊM) = ÊM. (17)

It was also shown that
?(F>N) = Fpi). (18)

Therefore, the generators of g which belong to the fixed subalgebra gT are
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j if M is an exponent of gT ,..„,.
I i?<i> .— y pi N ç- 7, '
\ rN •— l^i£<i> rN 1\ kz ZJ

From (17), (18) and (10) it follows that

7r(i) • q([M]) = 7, • q([M]) • (20)

Using this relation, (14) and the fact that all the roots in the orbit < i > the have same
color, it follows that for the generators (19),

[ ] = 7<í> • q([M])F<%. (21)

Then,

F«>(z) := E Fiz) (22)
ie<i>

are in gr and
[ÊM , F^iz)} = 7<i> • q([M])zMF<l>(z), (23)

for ÊM e gT-
As it has been explained in [4], under a folding procedure, the inequivalent fundamental

representations of g with highest weights Aj, AT^), AT2(j-) , ... become identified as a single
fundamental representation of gT whose highest weight is denoted by A<j> and with level

Recall that as g is simply laced, in the g representation with highest weight Aj, the
highest non-vanishing power of Fl{z) has the vertex operator construction (11). This
remains true in the A<j> representation of gT as does (F !(^))m<J>+1 = 0. Since[2]

] = 0 , (24)

it follows that in the A<j> representation,

m<}>

T — ' (25)

But each factor in the above product can be written as a vertex operator. Performing the
normal ordering (12), using (15) and (16), it follows that

(2) = (6<t>)ro> c-2iriA<.>-Ao>y^ i>y< i> (26)

where

y (27)
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( ) ( ) { z , z ) - (28)
0<p<q<Pi

The sum in (27) runs over the positive exponents of g. However, in order for the vertex
operator to make sense in the non-simply laced algebra gT, the sum must be over its
exponents. Let us see that this indeed happens. For the cases in which r is of order two
and M is not a degenerate exponent, T(EM) = —EM [2], and therefore

lt • q{[M)) =-lr({) • q{[M)). (29)

This implies that 7<;>-ç([M]) will vanish if EM does not belong to gr. The same result
can be obtained by explicit computation for the order three automorphism of d\ and for
the degenerate exponents of <4n , by using the fact that 7; • q([M]) are proportional to the
components of the eigenvectors of the Cartan matrix, which are well-known. Therefore,
the above vertex operator construction makes sense in the non-simply laced algebra gT,
since the sum is restricted to its exponents.

With the above result, we conclude that for any affine Lie algebra, in a level nij
representation, the highest non-vanishing power of Fx{z) has a vertex operator given by
(26), with pi = 1 and 6; = 1 for the simply laced and twisted algebras.

Using the definition (25), it is straightforward to check that, in the A<J> representa-
tion,

[ Ê ] -q(lM})zMV<»(z). (30)

The vertex operator (26) indeed satisfies this commutation relation. It is interesting to
note that £'M/7^<J> and V<l>(z) in the A<j> representation satisfy the same commutation
relation as EM and F<l>{z) satisfy for the dual algebra (gT)v•

Using (6), the normal ordering of two vertex operators can be performed, in the A<j>
representation, giving

^(zt)V<k>(zk) : (31)

where

j
\ Nee iV

Similarly to the simply laced case[2], ^<i><A;> can be also written as

\ T T (i v Z k \ V <i>J <k> (ii\

*i,zk) = 11 II -w p —) , (33)
P=i v ziJ

where u = exp(27ri'//i). Moreover, from the commutation relation (23) we find that

zk) = ?<">&)¥?> {zúxUg^Zi^) (34)
iz^Zi) (35)
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which will be very useful in the next sections. Using the fact that

and

we find that A'<í><í:>has the symmetry property

1/ (zk, z,-)

It is very important to note that all results in this section also hold for simply laced
algebras, just remembering that for these algebras the coroots (coweights) coincide with
the roots(weights) and that the p;'s are one. For notational simplicity, from now on the
brackets < ... > will no longer be used.

3 Asymptotic behavior of soliton solutions.
Having obtained the vertex operator, the asymptotic behavior of the soliton solutions
(1) can be checked. In order that one is able to put the one-soliton solution at rest, the
variable zk must take the formfl]

z k — te e 2h (."̂ "J

where 0k is the rapidity of the k soliton and c(k) is the color associated to the k dot of
the Dynkin diagram. Then, Xik can be expressed as a function of B{k = 0,- — 6k:

h -p V V

Xik{0ik) = J J (ee'k — e 2 * ( 4 p + c ( i ) ~ c ( >>)
P=I

Now, since EM\AJ > = 0 for M > 0, the expectation value for the vertex operator is

>=b™>e-2*tX7-x> . (37)

Then, the one-soliton solution created by the group element1 g(t) = exp(AiF'(8)), Ai =
QiWi, will take the form

[i + • • +6i ( A ) w r ' [ j

where the dots indicate intermediate powers of A{. These intermediate powers, whose
coefficients we have not calculated, do not affect the asymptotic limits x —> +oo or
x —> —oo, which are equivalent to A,- —> oo or A» —*• 0, respectively. Thus:

x -> oo
a; —> —oo

1No sum is assumed for the repeated indices.
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In particular, this shows that, asymptotically, <f> does approach one of the degenerate
vacua. We can also conclude that the topological charge for the soliton created by F\8)
will satisfy

Qtop = #+oo) - # - o o ) = 2-j (At
v + KR{gv

r)) .

Using the normal ordering (31), we obtain that the two-soliton solution created by g(t) =
expAiFl(zi) exp AkFk(zk), takes the form

with the asymptotic limits exp [—2TTÍ(\J -f Xj) • Xj] and 1, confirming the expected result
that the solution interpolates degenerate vacua, and with the topological charge satisfying

This argument is readily extended to more solitons.

4 Soliton time delays for non-simply laced ATFT.

In [5], the time delay or lateral displacement of the soliton trajectories arising from colli-
sions has been obtained for simply laced ATFT. Now, we are in position to extend this
result to the non-simply laced ATFT.

Consider a solution (1) with two solitons created by the group element

where we consider that 6\ > #2- In order to obtain the time delay, we shall be tracking
each soliton in time. By tracking a soliton "?'" we mean remain in its vicinity, which is
near x = x° + u,-i. Following this tracking procedure for soliton 1, which is described in
detail in section 4 of [5], and using (34), (35), it follows that in the past t —> 00, in the
vicinity of soliton 1,

< A ^ ^ - M I A . >

lAo >-J
which corresponds to an one-soliton solution of species i(l), velocity u1? initial position
x\ and phase fa. On the other hand, in the future t —* 00, in the vicinity of soliton 1,

Again, we recognize once more an one-soliton of species i(l), velocity v-y and phase fa.
However, the factor L ^ j l which is real and positive, changes the modulus of A^ and
hence x® (see (4)). The effect is

jui(1) cosh (x -x°- uii) -+ /ij(i) cosh (x - x° - uaí) H In X^i^e^). (42)
Pi(l)
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So, soliton 1 regains its original shape after the collision, and the only effect of the collision
is that solution (40) differs from (41) by a translation in space-time. More precisely, the
lateral displacement of soliton 1, due to its collision with soliton 2, A ^ z , satisfies

ElA12X = - Ml{1) \nXi(im{912) = - - ^ l n X f ( 1 ) i ( 2 ) ( 0 1 2 ) , (43)

where Ei — M;(i)cosh#i is the energy of soliton 1 and (16) has been used as well as the
mass formula (5). The time delay A^t of soliton 1 with momentum Pj, is obtained from

AAia* = - j

Following [5], one can repeat the procedure by tracking the slower soliton 2, from
which it follows that

0 h
E2A21x = —lnXiç1)i{2)(d12) = -E-LA12X , (44)

as expected, where A^x is the lateral displacement of soliton 2 due to its collision with
soliton 1. Therefore, we can combine both results as

0 h

PiAikt = sign(0,- - Bk) — \nXik(6ik). (45)

It is not difficult to extend this procedure from the collision of two solitons to the
collision of any number of solitons. Like [5], it results for the m soliton that

E A x-^-l

where Amx is the total spatial displacement for the rrv1"- soliton. The left summation
are the contributions from the solitons faster than m and the right summation are the
contributions from the slower solitons.

5 Semiclassical limit for the soliton S-matrix.

In 1 + 1 dimensions, the leading term, in semiclassical approximation, of the 2-state trans-
mission S-matrix elements, can be obtained from the time delays, as was shown in [27].
They proved that for a collision of states a and j3 with total energy E in the centre of
momentum frame, the transmission S-matrix element has the form

SaP = exp {^f- + 0{h)\ (46)

with
a<f>p A

= A a 0 t •
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Rewriting this derivative in terms of the relative rapidity, 6 = \Ba — $p\ yields

de
Consider the collision of two solitons of species "i" and "&" with respective topological

charges "a" and "6". Putting (45) in the last equation, one gets

4>ia,kb(e) = <f>ia,kb{®) + TÕ21 / d'qlnXiki-q) . (47)

Note that since the time delay does not depend on the soliton topological charges, then
only the integration constant 4>ia,kb(Ü) may depend on them.

Let us denote by xf' and y\v' = a%xf'j2 the components of the left and right eigen-
vectors of the Cartan matrix of gT associated to the common eigenvalue 4sin2(7Ti//2/i) {v
being a exponent of gT) and satisfying

The vectors xf' satisfy2

ax\v) = xf~u) (49)

and the inner product jj • q(v) can be written in terms of xf as [15]

1+^x\u). (50)

Using this result, (36) and the exponential form (32) for the Xik(r}) function, the above
integral can be written as

e~Ne l)
^ xlH m

 j (51)

where x,- +n = [—c(i)]nx\ . This result can be substantially improved: using (49), the
8 dependent term takes the form

(•0»
x\

/
(52)

where v are the exponents of the underlying Lie algebra. If we put 6 = 0, we recognize
the term inside the brackets as the series expansion on simple fractions of the sin~2

function[28], resulting that

(N) (M\ 2 (") M 2
X\ >Xk(

N> 7T2 ^ X) >XI> 7T2

iV>0

where the last equality can be checked directly just using the fact that x^ are eigenvectors
of the Cartan matrix.

2No sum is assumed for the repeated indices
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The infinite series (52) can be written as a finite sum of polylogarithm functions,
(y) = E~=i Vn/nm , |2/| < 1, by using the identity3

h

E e

Then,

4TT 2

00 nh+u

E X: X i cos
• P=i

TTpu,

~2~h'
(54)

Alternatively, the phase <f>ia,kb(@) c a n be written in terms of the infinite soliton con-
served charges. Indeed, the conserved charges for the one-soliton solution created by

e) are [29]

0.

Then,

(55)

for ,̂- > &k- This shows an intimate relationship between soliton S-matrix elements and
soliton conserved charges of ATFTs. Indeed, as pointed out in [11] [30], the phase shift
of any purely elastic exact S-matrix for an integrable theory could be written as a sum
over bilinears on the quantum conserved charges. In the next section, the values of the
coupling in which the soliton S-matrix can be purely elastic are obtained. So for these
values of the coupling, one could expect that an expression like this for the phase shift
would be exact, with Pf* being the quantum conserved charges and making use of the
substitution (58), given in the next section. For example, for sine-Gordon, the integral
representation of exact phase shift of the soliton-soliton transmission amplitude[19] is

dt 2ii± s inh( l —

1
r°° dt

1 f°° dt 2iii SÍ
I g 7T

2i J-00 t sinh jt cosh t
dt1

2Í

where

r°° dt 2m y00 dt 2isi , ,
/ —e * — / —e *• tanhicoth7t

J—oo t J—co t

n/32

4TT
l -

4TT
(56)

3The author thanks D. Olive for pointing out this identity.
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Using the residue theorem it can be written as

i

where e = sgn ReO. One clearly sees that for 7 = l /n, n = 2, 3, ..., when the exact
reflection amplitude vanishes, the last summation vanishes and the exact phase shift
takes a form similar4 to (51) or (55) , with the first term of the series expansion of the
cotangent given by the semiclassical term. From this expression of the phase shift one
gets for free the sine Gordon soliton quantum charges.

It is interesting to note that the ATFT particle S-matrix, which is purely elastic for
any value of the coupling, has a phase shift [17] similar to (55) but with the conserved
charges being proportional to the right eingenvector t/j instead of x\ . Therefore, for
the values of the coupling in which the soliton S-matrix is purely elastic, there is an
intriguing similarity between the Í7-ATFT soliton S-matrix and the #V-ATFT particle S-
matrix. Clearly for each particle species there is a soliton species with many possible
topological charges.

6 Number of bound states and purely elastic regime.

From the above expression for the phase shift, it follows that

^i..Sf(O) + àa,«(0) - < ^ ( o o ) - à. |W(oo) = j^Xj • (\v
k + A?)

= nik(P
2)vh, (57)

where kb means the antisoliton of the soliton of species k and topological charge b. Fol-
lowing the super-Levinson theorem [27], the largest integer smaller than n,-*(/?2) gives the
number of bound states in both, the direct and the cross channels. Note that for sine-
Gordon (gT = a[ ) Ai = I / A / 2 , and we recover the well-known result5 that the number
of bound states is the largest integer smaller than nn = 4w/?i\02\, in the semiclassi-
cal approximation. In order to obtain the exact result, one should replace[31] h\/32\/i7r
by 7 given in (56). In view of the arguments in [33], one would expect that a similar
substitution

h\/32\ _ h\p
7 =4TT 4TT

h
hv 4TT

- 1

(58)

in (57) would give the exact number of bound states.
These bound states should correspond to poles in the exact S-matrix associated not

just to breathers but also for the fusing of soliton solutions, which appear as poles of
Xik(0) [5] and are governed by Dorey's fusing rule[13]. Some of the bound states were
analysed[22] for some particular algebras and particular colliding soliton species.

4Remembering that the exponents of a\ are the odd integers.
5The fact that we are adopting the convention a? = 2 for the longest simple roots results that our

expression differ by a factor 1/2 from the standard expression.
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By direct inspection, one can conclude that

A£ = -Xv
k + AR(gT). (59)

This result is due to the fact that [3]

where aQ is the very special element of the Weyl group of g j , which is the longest one
and maps the positive Weyl chamber into its negative. Note that if we consider

Air

£|/?2| = - ^ , (60)

where n is a natural number then, as a consequence of (59), n,^ are natural numbers for
any i and k (and if h\{32\ > 4TT, 0 > n^ > 1, all bound states become unbound). These are
exactly the values of the coupling in which the soliton S-matrix for sine-Gordon becomes
purely elastic[32] in the semiclassical approximation. Now we shall show that same is true
for the other ATFTs.

In two dimensions, a two-state S-matrix must satisfy the unitarity and crossing rela-
tions

. (61)

S%(iir-0) = Sg(&). (62)

Equivalently, one can combine both relations and obtain

. (63)

In the semiclassical approximation, we must use the crossing relation involving the analytic
continuation 0 —* 6 + iir rather than 8 —» iir — 6, since the semiclassical approximation
breaks down on the imaginary axis, as was pointed out by Coleman[34].

Considering that the S-matrix is purely elastic, conditions (61) and (63) become

SaP(e)Sa0(-9) = 1, (64)

SQ0(tir + B) = S-l(9), (65)

where Sa/3(6) = S^{6). Taking 0 = 0 in the first relation, one finds that SaP(0) = ±1 .
Then, using the semiclassical expression (46), it follows that

<j>a0(O) = Napirh (66)

where Nap must be an integer number and gives the number of bound states in the direct
channel[27].

Let us see the constraint the crossing relation imposes on the phase shift of ATFT.
Before doing this, recall the fact that[15] c^ = {-l)hck and[13] x^] = {-l)v+lx^]. Then,

it follows from the definition of xk , that
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This relation implies that

)-(N
T—

A?) (mooM) (67)

Then, the crossing condition (65) results that

Using (59) and the fact that <̂ ,a £&(0) and <j>ia,kb{fy m u s t satisfy (66), it implies that
the above equation can only be consistent if the coupling satisfies the condition (60).
Therefore, only for these values of the coupling the unitarity and crossing relations for
purely elastic S-matrix is fulfilled. So, the S-matrix can only be purely elastic for these
values in the semiclassical approximation. Once more, this result holds at the semiclassical
approximation and in order to obtain the exact result one should probably perform a
substitution like (58). Comparing relation (67) with the super-Levinson relation (57)
implies that fiialbi00) + 0ia,JW>(°°) = 0 mod(27r?i). It would be interesting if one could
calculate the constants <j>ia,kb(O), which gives the number of bound states in the direct
channel [27].

7 Conclusions.
In this paper, we have extended our vertex operator construction for non-simply laced
affine Lie algebras from which we obtained the time delay resulting from the collision
of two (or more) solitons. From the time delay, we obtained the semiclassical limit for
the transmission amplitude of the two soliton S-matrix which holds for any ATFT. The
semiclassical phase shift appeared as a sum over bilinears on the soliton conserved charges.
Using the super-Levison theorem, an universal expression for the number of bound states
in the direct and cross channels of the S-matrix was obtained. We also obtained the
values of the coupling in which the S-matrix can be purely elastic. For these values, one
would expect that the form of the exact phase shift would be like (55), with PX

N being the
quantum soliton conserved charges.
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